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Dear Madam, Sir, 

 

We received your Circular C.8919 dated 13 December 2019, requesting comments and suggestions 

to a draft Issues Paper identified by WIPO/IP/AI/2/GE/20/1, and listing issues concerning the 

impact of the development and deployment of Artificial Intelligence, AI, on IP policy.  

 

UNION-IP welcomes this open approach. After consultation with some of our members, UNION-

IP would like to briefly respond with some comments directed to the area of Patents. 

 

With regard to Issue 1 (Inventorship and Ownership), section 7(ii), we note that autonomously 

operating AI applications may not only generate patentable inventions, but may also develop 

methods, processes and products infringing third parties patents. Here, the issue of liability of AI 

applications for infringement arises, in particular when AI applications would be given legal 

personality.  

 

With regard to Issue 3 (Inventive Step or Non-Obviousness), section 9(iv), we note that an 

additional issue arises, in case the question “Should AI-generated content qualify as prior art?” is 

answered in the affirmative. This issue may be summarized as “Are there conditions and/or 

restrictions to apply, e.g. in view of disclosure and plausibility?”. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 
Hans Mertens 

President of Software And Integrated Circuit Commission 

 
 

 

UNION-IP is an Association of practitioners in the field of Intellectual Property, that is of individuals whose principal 

professional occupation is concerned with Patents, Trade Marks or Designs and related questions and who carry on 

their profession independently or as employees. UNION-IP is a private, international Association which is not 

dependent on any National or International Authority: it approves its own members, in accordance with its Statutes, in 

total independence, and likewise decides on its own activities and its own budget. It aims on the one hand to work 

continuously on current developments in Intellectual Property in Europe, especially by making early submissions 

during the preparation of proposed laws and treaties with the intention of influencing them; and on the other hand to 

devote itself to the improvement of professional and personal understanding between European Practitioners in the 

Intellectual Property field in different countries and different branches of the profession. 


